
My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball 

Chapter 998 – 

Chapter 998 Don’t Put Too Much Pressure On Yourself 

After Rosalie got the consent of the little boys, she got up and walked to the garage. 

Although Xander came to her, she did not intend to ride in his car. 

She did not want the little ones to misunderstand. 

On the other side, Xander watched her drive the car out of the garage. He said nothing, 
just smiled, started his car as well, and led the way. 

The two went straight to the research institute, arriving one after the other. 

Lancer Corporation staff had already delivered the medicinal materials to the research 
institute. They were carrying the packages at the door, while Yves oversaw reception. 

His eyes darkened as he saw the two cars arrive at the entrance of the research 
institute, one after the other. 

’Thanks for your hard work, Dr. Graham.” 

Xander took the lead to get out of the car and walked towards the side. He greeted 
Yves vaguely. 

Yves put his thoughts away and pursed his lips casually. “Young Master Xander and Dr. 
Jacobs, you came together?” 

The route from Lancer Corporation to the research institute was in the exact opposite 
direction of Rosalie’s home to the institute. 

Now that the two came together, Yves wondered if Xander went to Rosalie’s early in the 
morning. 

‘If this was the case, then their relationship is too close.’ 

“Oh, I went to Miss Jacobs’ house. I was going to pick her up, but…’ 

Xander raised his eyebrows, he didn’t say the rest, but Yves got it completely. 

Rosalie did not accept his gestures. 

Realizing this, Yves’ displeasure lessened. 



On the other side, Rosalie also got out of the car and walked quickly to the entrance of 
the research institute. “Sorry, I’m late.” 

She smiled apologetically at Yves. 

Yves simply waved his hand. “I just watched them transport the medicinal materials, 
moreover, they were sent by the Lancer Corporation. This was not troublesome at all, I 
can handle this.” 

He said as he shot a glance at Xander. 

Xander gave him a gentle nod. 

When Rosalie arrived, the delivery work had come to an end. 

Not long after, all of the medicinal materials were moved into the storage room of the 
institute. 

From the last lesson learnt, Rosalie deliberately strengthened the remaining storage 
rooms of the institute, especially the fireproof materials. 

Despite this, she was still uneasy, and she went in to double-check to be completely 
sure. 

“Lancer Corporation must have spent a lot of money on this batch of medicinal 
materials, right?’ 

Yves mentioned it imperceptibly. 

Hearing this, Rosalie also looked at Xander. 

When Xander told her last night, she knew that the Lancers would pay a certain price, 
but she did not know how much. 

Now that Yves had mentioned it, she just remembered that she wanted to clarify as 
well. 

Xander smiled indifferently, it’s the personal connection that matters, money is just a 
trivial matter. Don’t worry, just accept this.” 

Rosalie frowned slightly; her tone was serious. ‘I will make good use of these materials; 
I will never let the Lancer family pay for nothing.’ 

For a family as large as the Lancers, the value of human connections is often greater 
than money. 



Therefore, Rosalie also knew very well that she had to let this batch of medicinal 
materials fulfill their due value. 

Xander nodded in satisfaction, then reached out and patted Rosalie’s shoulder, with 
encouragement. “Don’t put too much pressure on yourself.’ 

Rosalie looked serious and did not answer. 

Xander had no choice but to ask, “Didn’t you say you want to treat me to dinner? I’ll take 
it as payback for this favor.” 
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